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CLOUDBUSTING
The Precipitating Art of Jeffrey Gibson

While in residence at Rollins College in early January 2013,

and industrially manufactured pigment situate the artist within

artist Jeffrey Gibson fabricated Tipi Poles Performing as Lines.

a Western post-modernist tradition. The artist’s hybridity—a

The installation, designed specifically for the four pre-existing

hybridity reflected in his output—allows him to move back and forth

architectural niches in the Cornell Fine Arts Museum’s Orientation

effortlessly between centers and margins, uninhibited by whatever

Gallery, consists of symmetrically paired multi-colored quadrilateral

(permeable) boundaries that may exist in our fluid contemporary

panels that flank single pinewood poles, sharpened on one end and

global culture.

flat on the other. The artist has designated these vignettes as

Tipi Poles Performing as Lines certainly employs the mid-

“Scene 1,” “Scene 2,” “Scene 3,” and “Scene 4” respectively when

twentieth-century vocabulary of post-painterly abstraction: hard

viewed from left to right.

edges, flatness, and painting-as-object. Gibson has disclosed his

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Tipi Poles Performing as Lines
Scene 1

Tipi Poles Performing as Lines
Scene 2

Tipi Poles continues Gibson’s exploration of several concerns

Tipi Poles Performing as Lines
Scene 3

Tipi Poles Performing as Lines
Scene 4

recent fascination with the work of Ellsworth Kelly; besides the

addressed in a previous ceiling and wall mural installation

biographical coincidences that both artists happen to identify as gay

entitled Nephelococcygia, created during summer 2012. Composed

and now live in upstate New York, they both are noted colorists who

of approximately 1500 hand-applied synthetic paper tiles,

utilize shape and surface to great effect. Gibson’s verbal admission—

Nephelococcygia is a New York City Percent for Art Commission on

and visual adoption of Kelly’s strategies in his own constructions—

permanent display in the library of PS264 in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.

point to a further, more subtle, connection that may be drawn. It is

The immersive design surrounds viewers and activates the space

an established historical fact that Kelly met the dada artist Jean Arp

with bold, geometric designs in bright contrasting hues. The title

in 1950 and soon thereafter began making collages and automatic

of Gibson’s environment refers to Aristophanes’ play The Birds,

drawings based on chance. This investigation would eventually

wherein characters dream up a utopian city in the sky, known in

lead to such outcomes as the print Orient Beach (1984), where the

vernacular English as “Cloud Cuckoo Land.”

artist accidently stepped on the lithography plate—yet decided to

In Tipi Poles Performing as Lines, Gibson’s appropriated

keep his “disruptive” shoeprint as part of the image. This approach,

modernist signifiers—geometric forms and high-keyed color—

which holds structure and possibility in tension, seems related to the

enliven the long and narrow multi-purpose room that they

“splashes” that occasionally interrupt the otherwise pristine patterns

inhabit. The physical objects that Gibson has constructed and

of Nephelococcygia. While, when pressed in conversation, the artist

arranged are amalgamates: they comprise found and prefabricated

has downplayed the role of contingency in his production, Tipi Poles

wood elements, acrylic paint and graphite, elk hide and spray

nevertheless contains traces of this artistic lineage: as found objects,

varnish. They reference, distill, and embody life experiences

the wooden poles exhibit different diameters, cracks, and markings;

of the artist: the animal skins and tipi poles allude to Gibson’s

the condition of the elk hides manifests natural discolorations—and

Native American heritage while the hard-edged shaped “canvases”

a hole (that was patched by the artist). The architectural placement

and environmental circumstances have also meant that the

This collaborative generosity also extends to the viewer. Again,

increasing sunlight as winter has slowly shifted into spring affects

Nephelococcygia provides a clue. The title not only contains a literary

the look of the individual elements and the installation as a whole

reference (perfect for a library!) to Aristophanes but also alludes to

over the course of any given day.

the practice of cloud watching, “the act of seeking and finding shapes

Jeffrey Gibson demonstrates openness to others, and to other

in clouds.” (The phenomenon of pareidolia and its usefulness to

ways of thinking and working, as well: through collaboration. Such a

artists stretches back as least as far as Leonardo who advocated using

strategy betrays a dialogic, rather than dominating, subject position

things like stains on the ceiling to suggest figures and landscapes.)

for the artist. While Gibson maintains his hand firmly on the rudder

In his art, Gibson does not illustrate a moralizing message; present a

of a project’s progress, the currents of feedback, intuition, and

transcription of the known world; or create art for art’s sake. Rather

circumstances all play a role in where the artist (and viewer) end up.

he sets up situations that call on the viewer to complete them. When

Tipi Poles evolved along these lines: the idea for the project morphed

asked what Tipi Poles means, he is purposefully vague. While this

at least three times before the artist’s arrival on site; the existing

may seem frustrating to some, it is, indeed, an act of magnanimity:

architectural elements imposed certain spatial parameters; Gibson

rather than impose a predetermined meaning onto the viewer, the

“managed” the found objects, prefabricated materials, and studio

work generously elicits and reflects back the viewer’s own concerns.

assistants with a hospitality and respect appropriate to each. Projects

Interacting with the installation, recent third grade visitors said they

like Tipi Poles and Nephelococcygia make clear that it is extremely

saw shoes, birds, shields, butterflies, paper airplanes….

important to the artist that the playing field of the creative process

From the act of cloud watching it is only a short (linguistic)

be as even as possible and that mutually beneficial give-and-take

step to cloudbusting, or “the production of rain through the

occur among all participants.

manipulation of the cosmic energy in the atmosphere.” The Austrian
psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich theorized and promoted this pseudoscience in the 1950s. (Kate Bush’s eponymous song and video from
1985 take Reich as its subject.) Reich’s outlaw status—he was later
tried and convicted for specious counseling practices—parallels
Gibson’s position on the margins, a polite renegade ready to
shake up the status quo. In a sense, the four individual pieces that
comprise Tipi Poles Performing as Lines function as cloudbusters,
the sophisticated mechanisms designed to extract energy from
the environment in order to yield (productive) storms. Gibson’s
elegant combinations of found and fabricated objects are not literal
rainmaking machines, however, but figurative ones: they condense
the thoughts and feelings of viewers and distill them into the
precipitation of new ideas, new emotions, and new connections.

Jeffrey Gibson (American, b. 1972)
Nephelococcygia, 2012
Approximately 1500 hand-applied printed synthetic paper tiles, acrylic paint
Installed in the Library of PS264 in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn

			
		

—Jonathan Frederick Walz, Ph.D.
Curator, Cornell Fine Arts Museum

JONATHAN F. WALZ / JEFFREY GIBSON INTERVIEW
in conjunction with Tipi Poles Performing as Lines, 2013

JFW: You and I first met in Santa Fe in
2008, when we were both on residential
fellowships there. Your project for
the School for Advanced Research’s
Indian Arts Research Center involved
investigating Native American works in
SAR’s collection and working with the
motifs of various objects—Maria Martinez
ceramics, Navajo textiles—to create new
paintings yourself.
I have recently put together a show called
Florida’s “Useable Past”: The Sunshine
State and the Index of American Design
that foregrounds Florida artists from the
1930s who received work relief from the
federal government. The concept of a
“useable past” informed their production;
they looked to the past and documented
it in order to (hopefully) inspire future
generations of American designers and
artists. When I began to plan speakers for
our academic year—and knowing that you
had been “re-using” your own personal
and cultural history to make new work—it
seemed a good idea to approach you
and see if you would be willing to work
together. Given this framework, I wonder
if you might tell us more about how you
regard “the past”—and whether you find it
truly “useable”—?
JG: I find the past invaluable, but also an
equal component of a single and infinite
timeline that includes the present and
the future. Many past histories have been
disregarded because they seem irrelevant
to our contemporary times, but I find that
the social issues that people have dealt
with for centuries have not completely
changed. I find it fascinating how people
have addressed and creatively resolved
similar issues in the past.
The past also is an open field for
reinterpretation. History is often taught
in collective terms to provide a broad
understanding of local and global events.
I am interested in breaking down the
collective perspective and allowing specific
and individual histories to emerge. As an

artist, this pertains more to objects and
technical processes, more than to specific
biographies of people.
JFW: Since we’ve been working together,
I’ve been really struck by how you
(blithely) occupy two subject positions—
Native American and global citizen—and
how this allows you to move in and out of
various communities with ease, whereas
others might encounter more resistance.
Could you talk about growing up as the
child of military parents or what it is was
like to go to graduate school in London as
a Native American person? How do these
life experiences inform your work?
JG: I appreciate this comment. Moving
around as a child, arguably of an
indiscriminate racial background to others,
I learned how to mix in wherever we
happened to be. I’m sure this came quite
naturally to me out of a desire to belong.
I’m not one who has ever really liked to
stand out, but I always have to a certain
degree. People have always asked me
where I am from, and then we play the
guessing game about my origins. “Native
American” rarely if ever came to their
minds and when I finally would disclose
my heritage, it was if there was a reaction
of astonishment, celebration, and relief.
Phrases such as “I have never met a Native
American.” / “You must be so proud.” / “I
think my grandmother is part something...”
have always left me somewhat speechless
because these phrases are not really
specific to me. In my opinion, these
phrases are a generic reaction to my
heritage, uninvested in me as an individual.
Now I find this situation kind of funny. I
suppose a lifetime of this and other similar
situations has compelled me to disregard
others’ curiosity about who I am and move
forward as if the differences don’t exist. Of
course I know they do, but I feel my choice
to ignore the differences encourages a
more “present” engagement with others
and my environment. It also compels me
to speak and listen to the specific person

in front of me and to not determine who
they are.
London was great. British artists would
say that Americans were overly concerned
with issues about race. I did not agree with
this statement but the relief of not having
to talk about it for three years of my life
allowed me to talk about other things,
learn other things about art, and exist in a
different intellectual playing field.
These experiences can be seen in my
recent work, and the blitheness that you
refer to can be seen emerging in the works
over the past 8–10 years. The choices to
rid any didactic qualities to the works,
remove the “ironic,” and to trust that I am
part of a continuum of artists and creative
thinkers (by this I mean that my work as an
artist does not begin and end with me but
that there are many people involved, past
histories that I draw upon, and the future
life of my work).
JFW: You’ve talked about your discovery
of parflèche bags and their designs,
including your dialogues with Native
makers, learning that color is the most
important component—and that the
designs are made for specific individuals
and have a protective function. I wonder
if you’d be willing to expand upon these
ideas for our readers...
JG: I first encountered parflèche bags
when working in the collections at
The Field Museum in Chicago during
my undergraduate studies. I was not
immediately taken by them but continued
to be aware of them and would look at
them every now and again, study their
construction, but rarely considered the
painting on them. I focused more on their
utilitarian purpose. I was amazed that the
rawhide continued to function the way that
it had been intended. It is tough stuff.
About 4–5 years ago, I began to research
them in books and would visit the Met
to look at them in person. It suddenly

occurred to me that there are many
visual similarities between the designs
on the parflèche bags and shapes found
in modernist painting and modern and
contemporary abstract painting. Each side
became a painting to me, but not, because
it is an object.
Later I learned that the designs were
very specific and often made and
maintained by women. The color has
great significance to identify the person
using the bag, and the color was meant to
both identify the person but also to draw
protection from harm.
This defies my definition of the decorative
and affirms my belief that the designs are
content driven.
JFW: I know that the berdache (or “twospirited” person) is of interest to you.
And I see a relationship here to your
work—especially when you titled your
January 9 talk “one becomes the other.”
Could you divulge more about how you
think about gender and how it infuses
your production?
JG: I don’t negotiate my or anyone else’s
gender. I approach “identity” as a whole
with the same blitheness that you referred
to earlier. I acknowledge that gender roles
exist and am interested in the how and
why of the determination of these roles.
I do believe that any restrictive identity
role should be challenged, but I believe
that each person is so singularly unique
that we/they inherently challenge any
perspective that attempts to define people
with specific names or titles.
Only after researching more about
the geometric abstractions found on
parflèches did I find out that, traditionally,
these were painted by women only. I came
to appreciate parflèche painting as an
artist, comparing the designs to modernist
geometric abstract painting. Most of the
modernist painters that I look at are men.
I am not comparing these two radically

different histories but rather putting them
side by side and allowing them to coexist.
One history can provide a new perspective
on the other history—this fascinates me.
Having said this, I am aware of the
significance of my heritage, gender, and
sexuality. These are topics that matter to
American society and their construction
and maintenance have real impact on me
and others. Identity is largely constructed
by the perception that others have of you
but as an individual I do not negotiate my
identity. It simply is.
I have used the title “one becomes
the other” a few times to describe the
fluidity between seeming disparities.
It describes a transformative process
without determining specific beginning
and/or end points, nor does it create
any hierarchy between these two points.
There is a flattening effect where the most
interesting subject, for me, exists during
the process of transformation.
JFW: You mentioned “modernist painting”
in relationship to work that is influential—
and I know we’ve talked specifically about
Ellsworth Kelly, for example. But beyond
hard-edge abstraction, I’m interested to
see you embracing found objects (e.g.,
the tipi poles), readymades (in the form
of paint from the tube), and an openness
to chance. Therefore, I’m wondering if you
think about dada at all or if someone like
Marcel Duchamp is important to you?
JG: These artists are important to me.
Kelly is becoming more and more relevant
because of how he has sourced many of
his shapes—from real world experiences. I
don’t consider what I do to rely on chance
at all or even encourage it. My general
disposition is pretty laid back (I’m often
told this) but I am thinking and looking
all of the time. The decisions don’t always
come easily, but the decision making
process is not always evident. I encourage
immediacy (out-of-the-tube colors,
uncomplicated shapes) when it comes to

making the resulting action and try to find
ways that allow for action to be easy and
direct, as unfettered as possible. I want this
immediacy to translate to the viewer. In
this sense, maybe there is little relationship
to Duchamp or dada. I don’t want to
complicate the readymade but rather
frame it in a way that presents the object
clearly for what it is.
JFW: In our opening discussions about
working together, I was hoping—in a very
straightforward manner—to just borrow
four pieces from your series called
“Trade” and hang them in our Orientation
Gallery. This morphed into creating a
temporary, site-specific installation to fill
the space. A discussion ensued here at
the museum about contemporary artists
creating work for short-term display,
which then gets destroyed at the end of
the project. Could you talk about your
relationship to ephemerality?
JG: Sure. I would say that in my most
expanded personal world view, that
everything is ephemeral, we can not
guarantee that anything is going to last
forever. There is something really freeing
in that thought for me. The artistic actions
and gestures become more reliant on
present circumstances, engage them more
fully—sort of like, going for it now because
you may not have another chance. This is
a very different mindset than making an
artwork that is meant to last for a very long
time. Those concerns have to do with other
things, which I do not think are bad, but
can minimize the immediacy, and possibly
intimacy, of a material choice or format.
Thinking more about it, I would say that
ephemeral works convey an acceptance
of our mortality. The fragility of something
temporary can be frightening for some,
but can also serve to remind us to take
advantage of the present because the
future promises no guarantees. n

